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Abstract. Databases today are carefully engineered: there is an expensive and
deliberate design process, after which a database schema is defined; during this
design process, various possible instance examples and use cases are hypothesized and carefully analyzed; finally, the schema is ready and then can be populated with data. All of this effort is a major barrier to database adoption.
In this paper, we explore the possibility of organic database creation instead
of the traditional engineered approach. The idea is to let the user start storing data
in a database with a schema that is just enough to cove the instances at hand. We
then support efficient schema evolution as new data instances arrive. By designing
the database to evolve, we can sidestep the expensive front-end cost of carefully
engineering the design of the database.
The same set of issues also apply to database querying. Today, databases expect queries to be carefully specified, and to be valid with respect to the database
schema. In contrast, the organic query specification model would allow users to
construct queries incrementally, with little knowledge of the database. We also
examine this problem in this paper.

1 Motivation
Database technology has made great strides in the past decades. Today, we are able
to process efficiently ever larger numbers of ever more complex queries on ever more
humongous data sets. We can be justifiably proud of what we have accomplished.
However, when we see how information is created, accessed, and shared today,
database technology remains only a bit player: much of the data in the world today
remains outside database systems. Even worse, in the places where database systems
are used extensively, we find an army of database administrators, consultants, and other
technical experts all busily helping users get data into and out of a database. For almost all organizations, the indirect cost of maintaining a technical support team far exceeds the direct cost of hardware infrastructure and database product licenses. Not only
are support staff expensive, they also interpose themselves between the users and the
databases. Users cannot interact with the database directly and are therefore less likely
to try less straightforward operations. This hidden opportunity cost may be greater than
the visible costs of hardware/software and technical staff. Most of us remember the day
not too long ago when booking a flight meant calling a travel agent who used magic
incantations at an arcane system to pull up information regarding flights and to make
bookings. Today, most of us book our own flights on the web through interfaces that
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are simple enough for anyone to use. Many enjoy the power of being able to explore
options for themselves that would have been too much trouble to explain to an agent,
such as willingness to trade off price against convenience of a flight connection.
Search engines have done a remarkable job at directly connecting users with the web.
Users can publish documents of any form on the Web. For a keyword query, the user is
pointed to a set of documents that are most likely to be relevant to the user. This besteffort nature can lead to possibly inaccurate results, but it allows the users the ability to
easily and efficiently get information into and out of the ever-changing Web.
In contrast, the database world has had the heritage of constructing rigid, precisely
defined, carefully planned, explicitly engineered, silos of information based on predictions regarding data and queries. It was assumed that information would be clean,
rigid and well structured. This has led to databases today being hard to design, hard to
modify, and hard to query.
When we look at characteristics of search, we find that there is very low prediction
and planning burden placed on users – neither to query nor to publish data. Furthermore,
precision, while desirable, is not required. In contrast, users interacting with databases
find themselves fighting an uphill battle with the constant flux of the data they deal with
in today’s highly connected world.
Our goal in this paper is to render database interaction lenient in its demands for prediction, planning, and precision. We call this organic, to distinguish from the carefully
designed and engineered “synthetic” database and query system used today. The result
of an organic query may not be as perfect as the result of an engineered query, but it has
the benefit of not requiring precision and planning, and hence being more “natural” for
most users. To be able to develop such an organic system, let us first study the precision
and planning challenges that users face as they interact with databases.

2 Challenges
2.1 Structure Specification Challenge
Precise specification is challenging for users interacting with a database. Consider an
airline database with a basic schema shown in Figure 1, for tracing planes and flights.
The data encapsulated is starting location, destination, plane information, and times —
essentially what every passenger thinks of as a flight. Yet, in our normalized relational
representation, this single concept is recorded across four different tables. Such splattering of data decreases the usability of the database in terms of schema comprehension,
join computation, and query expression.
First, given the large number of tables in a database, often with poorly named entities,
it is usually not easy to understand how to locate a particular piece of data. Even in a
toy schema such as Figure 1, there is the possibility of trouble. Obviously, the airports
table has information about the starting location and the destination. To find what is
used by a particular flight, we have to bring up the schema and follow the foreign key
constraint, or trace the database creation statements. Neither solution is user-friendly,
and thus the current solution is often to leave the task to DBAs.
The next problem users face is computing the joins. We break apart information
during the database design phase such that everything is normalized — space efficient
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airplane
id
type
serial_number

schedule
id
day_of_week
departure_time
arrival_time

flight_info
id
flight_number
airplane_id
tid
fid
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date

airports
id
city_name
airport_name

Fig. 1. The base tables needed to store a “flight”. A flight contains from location, destination,
airplane info and schedule, yet consists of at least four tables. Note that an actual schema for such
data is likely to involve many more attributes and tables.

and amenable to updates. However, the users will have to stitch the information back
together to answer most real queries. The fundamental issue is that joins destroy the
connections between information pertaining to the same real world entities. Query specification is non-intuitive to most normal users in consequence. But even the design is
brittle. What if a single flight has multiple flight numbers on account of code sharing?
What about special flights not on a weekly schedule? There are any number of such
unanticipated possibilities that could render a carefully designed structure inadequate
instantly.
2.2 Remote Specification Challenge
Querying in its current form requires prediction on the part of the user. In our airline
database example, consider the specification of a three letter airport code. Some interfaces provide a drop down list of all the cities that the airline flies into. For an airline
of any size, this list can have hundreds of entries, most of which are not relevant to the
user. The fact that it is alphabetized may not help — there may be multiple airports for
some major cities, the airport may be named for a neighboring city, and so on.
A better interface allows a user to enter the name of the place they want to get to,
and then looks for close matches. This cannot be a simple string comparison — we
need Narita airport to be suggested no matter whether the user entered Narita or Tokyo
or even Tokyu. This does not seem too hard, and some airline web sites will do this.
But now consider a user who wants to visit Aizu. No airline search interface today, to
our knowledge, can suggest flying into Narita airport in response to a search for Aizu
airport even though that is likely to be the preferred solution for most travelers.
On account of difficulty in prediction, it is often the case that the user does not
initially specify the query correctly. The user then has to revise her query and resubmit
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if it did not return desired results. However, essentially all query languages, including
visual query builders, separate query specification from output.
Our goal is to enable users to query a database in a WYSIWYG (What You See Is
What You Get) fashion. Consider the display of a world map. The user could zoom into
the area of interest and select airports geographically from the choices presented. Most
map databases today provide excellent direct manipulation capabilities, including pan,
zoom, and so on. Imagine a map database without these facilities that requires users
to specify, through a text selection of zip code or latitude/longitude, the portion of the
map that is of interest each time. We would find it terribly frustrating. Unfortunately,
most database query interfaces today are not WYSIWYG and can be compared to this
hypothetical frustrating map query interface.
What does WYSIWYG mean for databases? After all, the point of specifying a query
is to get information that the user does not possess. Even search engines are not WYSIWYG. A WYSIWYG interface for selection specification and data results involves a
constant predictive capability on the part of the system. For example, instantaneousresponse interfaces (56) allow users to gain insights into the schema and the data during
query time, which allows the user to continuously refine the query as they are typing
the initial query. By the time the user has typed out the entire query, the query has been
correctly formulated and the results have returned. Furthermore, if the user then wishes
to modify the query, this should be possible by direct manipulation of the result set
rather than an ab initio restatement of the query.
2.3 Schema Evolution Challenge
While database systems have fully established themselves in the corporate market, they
have not made a large impact on how users organize their everyday information. Many
users would like to put into their databases (8) information such as shopping lists, expense reports, etc. The main reason for this is that creating a database is not easy.
Database systems require that the schema be specified in advance, and then populated
with data. This burdens the user with developing an abstract design of the schema –
without any concrete data – a task that we computer scientists are trained to do, but
most others find very difficult. Furthermore, careful planning is required as users are
expected to predict what data they will need to store in the future, and what queries
they may ask, and use these predictions to develop a suitable schema.
Example 21. Consider a user, Jane, who started to keep track of her shopping lists.
The first list she created simply contained a list of items and quantities of each to be
purchased. After the first shopping trip, Jane realized that she needed to add price information to the list to monitor her expenses and she also started marking items that were
not in stock at the store. A week before Thanksgiving, Jane created another shopping
list. However, this time, the items were gifts to her friends, and information about the
friends therefore needed to be added to create this “gift list.” A week after Christmas,
Jane started to create another “gift list” to track gifts she received from her friends.
However, the friends information were now about friends giving her gifts. In the end,
what started as a simple list of items for Jane had become a repository of items, stores,
and more importantly, friends — an important part of Jane’s life.
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The above example, although simple, illustrates how an everyday database evolves and
the many usability challenges facing a database system. First, users do not have a clear
knowledge of what the final structure of the database will be and therefore a comprehensive design of the database is impossible at the beginning. For example, Jane
did not know that she needed to keep track of information about her friends until the
time had come to buy gifts for them. Second, the structure of the database grows as
more information become available. For example, the information about price and out
of stock only became available after the shopping trip. Finally, information structures
may be heterogeneous. For example, the two “gift lists” that Jane created had different
semantics in their friends information and the database needs to gracefully handle this
heterogeneity.
In summary, for everyday data, the structure grows incrementally and a database system must provide interfaces for users to easily create both unstructured and structured
information and to fluidly manipulate the structure when necessary.

3 Proposed Solution
3.1 Presentation Data Model
We propose the use of a presentation data model (36), as a full-fledged layer above
the physical and logical layers in the database. Just as the logical layer provides data
abstraction and saves the user from having to worry about physical data aspects such
as data structures, indices, access methods, etc., the presentation layer saves the user
from having to worry about logical data aspects such as relational structure, keys, joins,
constraints, etc. To do this, the presentation layer should be able to represent data in a
form most suited for the user to easily comprehend, manipulate and query.
3.2 Addressing Structure Specification Challenge
We address the structure specification challenge through the qunit search paradigm (57),
where the database is translated into a collection of independent qunits, which can be
treated as documents for standard IR-like document retrieval. A qunit is the basic, independent semantic unit of information in a database. It represents a quantified unit
of information in response to a user’s query. The database search problem then becomes one of choosing the most appropriate qunit(s) to return, in ranked order. Users
only have to input keywords, which is much simpler than navigating complex database
schema and specifying a structured query. In other words, the precision burden is lifted
from the user. Consider the flight example in Figure 1. A qunit “flight” can be defined
to represent the complete information of what a passenger thinks of as a flight. The
qunit includes starting location, destination, plane, and time of travel. This completely
relieves users from having to manually performing joins among all the tables. As a
user inputs a search criterion, for example “from DTW to LAX, Jan. 2010”, qunits are
ranked based on the input and the best matches are presented to the user.
We now explain the definition of qunits over a database, and how to search based on
qunits. We use a slightly more complex IMDb movie database in order to explain more
effectively. Figure 2 (a) shows a simplified example schema of a movie database, which
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(a) An Simplified database schema

(b) Qunit Search on IMDb
Fig. 2. Qunit Example

contains entities such as movie, cast, person, etc. Qunits are defined over this database
corresponding to various information needs. For example, we can define a qunit “cast”,
as the people associated with a movie. Meanwhile, rather than having the name of
the movie repeated with each tuple, we may prefer to have a nested presentation with
the movie title on top and one tuple for each cast member. The base data in IMDb is
relational, and against its schema, we would write the base expression in SQL with the
conversion expression in XSL-like markup as follows:
SELECT * FROM person, cast, movie
WHERE cast.movie_id = movie.id AND
cast.person_id = person.id AND
movie.title = "$x"
RETURN
<cast movie="$x">
<foreach:tuple>
<person>$person.name</person>
</foreach:tuple>
</cast>

The combination of these two expressions forms our qunit definition. On applying this
definition to a database, we derive qunit instances, one per movie.
To search based on qunits, consider the user query, star wars cast, as shown in Figure 2 (b). Queries are first processed to identify entities using standard query segmentation techniques (73). In our case one high-ranking segmentation is “[movie.name]
[cast]” and this has a very high overlap with the qunit definition that involves a join between “movie.name” and “cast”. Now, standard IR techniques can be used to evaluate
this query against qunit instances of the identified type; each considered independently
even if they contain elements in common. The qunit instance describing the cast of the
movie Star Wars is chosen as the appropriate result.
In current models of keyword search in databases, several heuristics are applied to
leverage the database structure to construct a result on the fly. These heuristics are often
based on the assumption that the structure within the database reflects the semantics
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assumed by the user (though data / link cardinality is not necessarily an evidence of
importance), and that all structure is actually relevant towards ranking (though internal
id fields are never really meant for search).
3.3 Addressing Schema Evolution Challenge
In this section we address the schema evolution challenge (Sec. 2.3) by proposing a
technique for drag-and-drop modification of data schemas in the spreadsheet-like presentation model, enabling organic evolution of a schema and lifting the planning burden
from the user. Consider the example of Jane’s shopping list again. Figure 3 shows how
Jane can organically grow the schema of the shopping list table. Initially, she has only
columns for items to shop (Figure 3 (a)). She later tries to add information about friends
to whom the gifts will be given, for instance, by adding a “name” column in “Shopping
List”. But now, Peter, a close friend of Jane, appears twice since both item Xbox and
iPod will be given to him. As a result, Jane may think it makes more sense to group the
gifts by person. Jane can do this by dragging the header of the name column and dropping it on the lower edge of the “Shopping List” (Figure 3 (b)). This makes the name
attribute a level up; the rest of the columns forms a sub-relation “Gift” (shown in Figure 3 (c)). Now Jane can feel free to add new information, such as an attribute “address”,
for her friends without worrying that these information would be duplicated (Figure 3
(d)). This process shows how effortless it is for Jane to grow the table about shopping
items to include information about friends and structure the table as she desires.

(a) Initial Shopping List

(b) Moving Name Column

(c) After Moving Name Column

(d) Adding Address Column

Fig. 3. Organic Schema Evolution

Next, we briefly outline the challenges in building a system such as this, and our
plans to tackle these challenges.
Specification: Specifying a schema update as in Figure 3 is challenging using existing
tools. For example, using conventional spreadsheet software, it is impossible to arrive
at a hierarchical schema as shown in Figure 3 (d). To specify the schema update, one
has to split the table manually. Alternatively, using a relational DBMS, one has to set
up the cross-table relationship, which is not easy for end-users, even with support from
GUI tools.
We show how to use a presentation layer to address the specification challenge. We
design the presentation layer based on a next-generation spreadsheet and it supports
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easy schema creation and modification through a simple drag-and-drop interface. We
call such a spreadsheet span table because it is presented in such a way that both table
headers and data fields can span multiple cells. The presentation supports four key operations: move an attribute to be part of a sub-relation (e.g., we can move the “Name”
column back to “Gift” in Figure 3 (d)), move an attribute out of a sub-relation (the converse of the previous one), create a intermediate sub-relation by moving an attribute up
one layer (e.g., Jane moves “Name” out to create a new sub-relation under “Shopping
List” as in Figure 3 (b)) or down a layer (e.g., moving “In Stock” down deepens it by
inserting a new immediate level, with only “In Stock” in it; Jane can later add new
columns such as “Date” to indicate the timestamp of stocking information).
Data Migration: Once a new schema is specified, there is still a critical task of migrating existing data to the new schema. Because the schema structure is changed, one has
to introduce a complex mapping in order to “fit” the old data into the new schema. Even
if spreadsheet software supporting hierarchical schema is provided, the user may still
have to manually copy data in a cell-by-cell manner to perform such mapping, which is
extremely time-consuming and error-prone.
We address this challenge with an algebraic layer. Directly below the presentation
layer, the algebraic layer must translate drag-and-drops into operations that modify the
basic structure of the span table. For this purpose, we have proposed a novel span table
algebra consisted of three sets of operations. The first set, schema restructuring operators, corresponds to the four aforementioned operations in the presentation layer. We
also have a second set of schema modification operators for adding/dropping columns
in any sub-relations. Finally, there is a set of data manipulation operators (insert, delete,
and update), which extends traditional data edit to our hierarchical presentation. This
algebraic layer completely automates the data migration as soon as the the schema modification is performed.
Data Integrity: Expressing and understanding integrity constraints is central to schema
design, and thus also critical for an organic database where schema is continuously
evolved. Functional dependencies (FD) are often used in database design to add semantics to schemas and to assert integrity constraints for data.
Nested functional dependencies have been studied extensively in the past (32). However, CRIUS presents some new challenges due to its user-centric support for data and
schema modification. When a user updates data, or modifies the schema, it is important
to understand how the update affects existing dependencies so that we can communicate this information back to the user, and optionally take steps to resolve any resulting
inconsistencies.
For this challenge, we consider two specific operations: data value updates and
schema updates. For the former case, we show how data value updates and integrity
constraints interfere with each other and how we may take advantage of such inference to guide user data entry from a set of appropriately maintained FDs. Specifically,
we feature autocompletion for qualified data entry and provide a contextual menu to
alert the user each time she issues an update that violates a given FD, in order to preserve data integrity. For schema updates, our hypothesis is that for each schema update
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operation there is a way to “rewrite” involved FDs to preserve their validity. Precisely
how to rewrite the schema is described in detail in (62).
Performance: Schema evolution is usually a heavy-weight operation in traditional
database systems. It is not unusual for a commercial database to take days to complete the maintenance required after schema evolution. IT organizations carefully plan
schema changes, and make them only infrequently. In contrast, everyday users are unlikely to plan carefully. We would like to develop techniques that support quick schema
evolution without giving up on any of the other desirable features.
We address performance challenge with a storage layer to implement a practical
means of actually storing the data. Conventionally, database systems have been designed with the goal of optimizing query processing. However, schema modifications
(e.g., ALTER TABLE) are often time-consuming, heavy-weight operations in current
systems. We utilize a vertically partitioned format for the storage layer. Our goal is to
significantly reduce the performance penalty incurred due to schema modifications at a
very modest cost of overhead in query processing.
Understanding Schema Evolution: When a schema has evolved over an extended
period of time, it is difficult for a user to keep track of the changes. A natural need is to
concisely convey to the user how a database has been evolving. For example, the user
may query the relationship between columns in the initial schema and the final schema
and how the transformation from old columns to new ones took place over time. We
want to show users the gradual organic changes rather than a sudden transformation.
We could keep track of all the changes step by step, which requires all changes to be
maintained. If such information is not available, which is frequently the case when the
user looks at external data sources, we seek to automatically discover such evolution
from the data. Challenges involve mining conceptual changes from large amounts of
changes to the database (e.g. Inferring the splitting of every “Name” column in each
table to two “First Name” and “Last Name” columns, followed by a normalization of
the names into a single table). Mining such inferences can be done using either just the
data, or a combination of the data and provenance information.

4 Related Work
Database usability started to receive attention more than 25 years ago (23) and gained
more momentum lately (36). Research in database usability has been mainly focusing
on innovative and effective query interface design, including visual, text (i.e., keyword),
natural language interfaces, direct manipulation interfaces, and spreadsheet interfaces.
Visual Interfaces: Query By Example (79), which is the first study on building a query
interface not based on a database query language, allows users to implicitly construct
queries by identifying examples of desired data elements. This work is followed more
recently by QBT (65), Kaleidoquery (55), VISIONARY (9), MIX (54), Xing (27), and
XQBE (13). Alternatively, forms-based query interface design has also been receiving
attention. Early works on such interfaces include (26; 20), which provide users with
visual tools to frame queries and to perform tasks such as database design and view
definition. This direction is more recently followed by GRIDS (64) and Acuity (68),
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and, in XML database systems, by FoXQ (1), EquiX (21), QURSED (60). Adaptive
form construction is studied in DRIVE (53), which enables runtime context-sensitive
interface editing for object-oriented databases, and in (38), which studies how forms
can be automatically designed and constructed based on past query history. Recent work
by Jayapandian and Jagadish proposes techniques for automatic construction of forms
based on database schema and data (39) and expressive form customization (40).
Text Interfaces: The success of Information Retrieval (IR) style (i.e., keyword based)
search among ordinary users has prompted database researcher to study a similar search
interface for database systems. The goal is to maintain the simplicity of the search and
exploit not only the textual content of the tuples, but also the structures within and
across tuples to rank the results in a way that is more effective than the traditional
IR-style ranking mechanism. For relational databases, this approach is first studied
by Goldman et. al. in (28) and followed by many systems, including DBXplorer (2),
BANKS (10), DISCOVER (34), and ObjectRank (7). For XML databases, the inherently more complicated structure within the database content allows the researchers to
explore query languages ranging from pure keywords and approximate structural query,
and has led to various projects including XSEarch (22), XRANK (29), JuruXML (16),
FlexPath (5), Schema-Free XQuery (48), and Meaningful Summary Query (77). A more
recent trend in keyword-based search is to analyze a keyword query and automatically
discover the hidden semantic structures that the query carries. This trend has influenced
the design of projects for both traditional database search (41) and web search (51).
Natural Language Interfaces: Constructing a natural language interface to databases
has a long history (6). In particular, (66) analyzed the expressive power of a declarative query language (SEQUEL) in comparison to natural language. Most recently,
NaLIX (47) proposed a generic natural language interface to XML database, which
is capable of adapting to multiple domains through user feedbacks. However, to this
day, natural language understanding is still an extremely difficult problem, and current
systems tend to be unreliable or unable to answer questions outside a few predefined
narrow domains (61).
Direct Manipulation Interfaces: Direct manipulation (67), although a crucial concept
in the user interface field, is seldom mentioned in database literature. Pasta-3 (46) is
one of the earliest efforts attempting a direct manipulation interface for databases, but
its support of direct manipulation is limited to allowing users to manipulate a query
expression with clicks and drags. Tioga-2 (4) (later developed into DataSplash (58)) is
a direct manipulation database visualization tool, and its visual query language allows
specification with a drag-and-drop interface. Its emphasis, however, is on visualization
instead of querying. Recent work by Liu and Jagadish (50) develops a direct manipulation query interface based on an spreadsheet algebra.
Spreadsheet Interface: Spreadsheets have proven to be one of the most user-friendly
and popular interfaces for handling data, partially evidenced by the ubiquity of Microsoft Excel. FOCUS (71) provides an interface for manipulating local tables. Its query
operations are quite simple (e.g., allowing only one level of grouping and being highly
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restrictive on the form of query conditions). Tableau (30), which is built on VizQL (31),
specializes in interactive data visualization and is limited in querying capability. Spreadsheets have also been used for data cleaning (63), logic programming (70), visualization
exploration (37), and photo management (43). Witkowski et al (75) proposed SQL extensions supporting spreadsheet-like computations in RDBMS.
Query interface is just one aspect of database usability, there are many other research
fields that have direct or indirect impacts on the usability of databases, which we briefly
describe below.
Personalization: Studies in this field attempt to customize database systems for each
individual user and therefore making them easier to explore and extract information by
the particular user, e.g., (24). In addition, studies have also been focusing on analyzing
past query workloads to detect the user interests and provide better results tuned to those
interests, e.g., (45; 19; 35). It is also worth noting that the notion of personalization has
also found interest in the information retrieval community, where the ranking of search
results is biased using a certain personalized metric (33; 42).
Automatic Database Management: To alleviate the burden on database administrators, commercial database systems come with a suite of auxiliary tools. The AutoAdmin
project (3; 18) at Microsoft, initiated by Surajit Chaudhuri and his colleagues, makes
great strides with respect to many aspects of database configuration including physical
design and index tuning. Similarly, the Autonomic Computing project (49; 52) at IBM
provides a platform to tune a database system, including query optimization. However,
none of these projects deal with the user-level database usability that is the focus of this
proposal.
Database Schema Design: This has been studied extensively (11; 76; 12; 59). There is
a great deal of work on defining a good schema, both from the perspective of capturing
real-life requirements (e.g., normalization) and supporting efficient queries. However,
schema design has typically been considered a heavyweight, one-time operation, which
is done by a technically skilled database administrator, based on careful requirements
analysis and planning. The new challenge of enabling non-expert user to “give birth” to
a database schema was posed recently (36), but no solution was provided.
Usability Study in Other Systems: Usability of information retrieval systems was
studied in (72; 78), which analyzed usability errors and design flaws, and also in (25),
which performed a comparison of usability testing methods. Principles of user-centered
design were introduced in (44; 74), including how they could complement software
engineering techniques to create interactive systems. Incorporating usability into the
evaluation of computer systems was first studied in (14). An extensive user study was
performed in (17) to identify the reasons for user frustration in computing experiences,
while (15) takes a more formal approach to model user behavior for usability analysis.
There is also a recent move in the software systems community to conduct serious user
studies (69). However, for database systems in particular, these only scratch the surface
of what needs to be done to improve usability.
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